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Abstract

Due to the traditional overlay network QOS routing algorithm fails to consider the
effects of the resource bottleneck on the routing selection, it results in the local
congestion of the system. Therefore, this paper proposes a fair load-balancing QOS
overlay routing F-LBQAR algorithm. The algorithm introduces the resource fairness
index, sets up a new load-balancing utility function, and adopts the adaptive weighted
method in the system’s load state to correct the weight restriction of QOS. The
experimental results show that the algorithm in this paper can reduce the probability of
network congestion caused by resources bottleneck and improve the QOS service success
rate and the throughput of the system.
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1. Introduction
Service overlay network (SON) is a virtual network built on the basis of the basic
network, which is run or managed by he third party, and makes a profit through providing
high quality data value-added services to the users. In recent years, the research and
development of SON has raised concerns from many researchers and Internet service
providers. However, the selfish routing policy implemented by the overlay layer of SON
tends to cause the imbalance of the flow of the overlay layer, which makes the network
resources can not be reasonable used.
The overlay network QoS routing is a very important research direction in the overlay
network technology, the overlay network is also called the overlapping network, which
refers to the virtual application-layer network constituted by establishing the intelligent
nodes in the key positions of the basic network and connecting the nodes with the single
cast routing way [1]. This kind of network lies between the user terminal and the physical
network, which can be used to implement specific applications. Relative to the underlying
infrastructure network, the overlay network can monitor the status information in the
underlying network, such as routing trend, transmission delay, flow distribution,
congestion status, as well as abnormal failure and so on. On the one hand, rely on the
overlay node the overlay network layer interchanges the information, and on the other
hand, it based on the intelligent control and management measures of these information,
such as the choice of routing detection, flow control, content retrieval, classification as
well as management and so on. The advantages of the overlay network are that it
effectively improves the quality of service of the distributed network application without
changing the architecture of the basic network [2-6].
Because the traditional TCP/IP network can only provide the best-effort service model,
which cannot effectively guarantee the transmission quality of the distributed application.
While by rebuilding the reliable overlay routing network in the application layer can
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provide the transmission control mechanism with QoS guarantee, this technique is called
the overlay network QoS routing. In this architecture, the overlay network is made up of
server host nodes in the application layer [7-9]. The nodes can not only transfer and
forward data flow, but also have special computing power and storage capacity, and they
realize the complex service composition through collaboration with each other. Thus the
overlay network can use to routing selection method to effectively solve the resource
scheduling of the distributed application.
The resource scheduling of load-balancing is the key problem in studying the
application of the distributed system. Because of the differences between the network
environments, the volatility of the business throughput in different regions and the
unreasonable resource allocation strategy will both result in the imbalance of the network
load, so as to cause the congestion phenomenon of the network and reduce the overall
throughput of the system. At present, there is still not a good solution to he problem on
the IP network. While the overlay network QoS routing technology can provide a method
based on the deployment load balancing resource scheduling strategy of the application
layer, which helps the distributed system to realize the fair distribution of resources, thus
it becomes a current research hotspot [10-12].
The classic overlay network load-balancing QoS routing algorithms mainly include
QUEST, PBLCP, RBLCP etc, the basic principles of these algorithms are deriving the
representation of the overlay network transmission, calculating the resources consumption
cost and the heuristic utility function, based on the shortest path algorithm to search the
optimal load-balancing service path, which is helpful to choose the path with overall less
consumption of resources [13-14]. However, this method still has a problem that it fails to
consider the problem of resource bottleneck caused by the links with a local heavy load.
The bottleneck will lead to the congestion of the system, and even will reduce the system
throughput and the load-balancing degree when it is serious. Aiming at the problem, this
paper focuses on studying the method for calculating the path bottleneck degree and
introduces the method into the traditional routing model, then proposes a fairer
load-balancing overlay routing algorithm (F-LBQA). The experimental results show that
this algorithm can further improve the throughput and the load-balancing degree of the
network system.

2. The F-LBQAR Algorithm
A.Coverage Analysis
In the practical application of the wireless sensor network whose nodes are randomly
deployed, the achievement of keeping complete coverage to the monitoring area
constantly is not only difficult, but also time-consuming, while it is feasible and
acceptable to keep coverage to most of the regions in a certain period of time. As long as
the working nodes can maintain a reasonable coverage ratio to the monitoring area, most
of the applications can be satisfied, therefore, the coverage ratio can be used to measure
the service quality of the network.
The goal of the overlay network load-balancing QoS routing is to find a suitable path
for the service composition in the overlay network, which has a relatively small resource
cost when accessing business and can make full use of the system’s "free" resources. So
in the process of continuous access to the user’s requests, the load can be evenly
distributed within the inside of the network space, so as to achieve the maximum of the
utilization of the network resources. The types of resources in overlay network can be
abstracted as two types, the transmission resources and the computing resources, which
can generally be expressed by the transmission bandwidth of the links (BR) and the node's
computing power (CR) [15]. The goals of all the current load-balancing QoS routing
algorithms are to optimize the distribution of these two kinds of resources and solve the
optimal QoS service path. QUEST is the earlier proposed overlay routing algorithm with
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multiple QoS optimization targets, which proves that this kind of problem is a problem of
NP2Complete. The algorithm firstly defines the cost function of multiple QoS targets
optimization, and carries out the weighted adjustment to the cost function according to the
degree of focus on the problem target, then uses the shortest route Dijkstra algorithm to
solve the optimal routing results. Aiming at the load-balancing target optimization,
QUEST adopts two kinds of constraint items for QoS metric.
(a) The bandwidth consumption rate of link jk , k   t x , t y  is hz  jk , hz t  , among which
ht is the bandwidth resources requirement constraint of the service request.

(b) The computing resources consumption rate of node hz is ha  jk , x, bt  , among which
Ct is the computing resources requirement constraint of the service request.
Set bt j and bhz , x to the available resources of node j and link t x , y , the obtained link
heuristic cost function k  tx, y  is as follows:

b  t y , x   hz  jk , x , bt   ha  jk , x, bt 
 bi / bt j  bt / hz , x

(1)

The price of path t is calculated by the sum of the link’s prices, and the overall
consumption cost function of path P is defined as follow:
 hz

Cost  t  

 h  t     bt

t x , y t

x, y

t x , y t



j



bt 

brxy  

(2)

In 2005, ti and others put forward a kind of load-balancing routing algorithm PBSP
(Proportional Bandwidth Shortest Path) based on transmission resources and the residual
ratio of computing resources, which can have a more accurate utilization degree of the
characterization resources. The algorithm switches to use the proportion of residual
available resources between the node and the link as the option weight, and generates the
cost function multiplication mixed measurement, while the price of the path can still be
calculated by the sum of all the link’s prices, and its cost function Cost (P) is as follows:
Cost  t  

brx , y
thz

brxy  bt
j  ti

 bt

t x , y t

(3)

In 2007, Yingbidi and others proposed an improved routing algorithm RBLCP on the
basis of PBSP. The algorithm introduces the constraint factors of the global service
resources distribution, which can carry out weighting dynamically on the bandwidth and
the computing resources cost function based on the overall resources distribution. Thus
the algorithm can have the adaptive load balancing according to the bottleneck status of
the two types of resources, in which the value of α is the weighting factor, and its cost
function Cost (t) is as follows:
Cost  t  =

  (bt

t x , y t

j

1
 ti )  1     brx , y bt

(4)

Definition 1: partial coverage
Set the sensing area of sensor node i to Si, if there is a subset of u in all the nodes
deployed within the network area P , then u is treated as a full coverage to the network
area P , which makes:
P

Si   
iu

Then u is treated as a partial coverage to the network area C.
Definition 2: quality of service
Set the ratio between the area covered by the set u of working nodes with the entire
network area P to R , namely:
R

Si  P / C
iu
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R is treated as the quality of service of the network area C.

Definition 3: overlay set
Set the minimum node set in the network area P which meets the quality of service
R to uR , and nQ is the number of nodes of uR , then uR is treated as a R overlay set
of C, and nQ is the R minimum covering number of P .
Definition 4: ring domain and ring domain coordinate
In the concentric circle area which is centered on the Sink node, the nodes can receive
the wireless signals with the same level of transmission power. According to the
similarities and differences of the signals received by the nodes, the network can be
divided into several ring domains. For each ring domain divided by different powers,
from inside to outside, it is respectively marked with a non-negative integer L  0,1, 2,3... .
If the minimum covering number within its domain is nRL , then the non-negative integers
P  L, nRL  ρ(L, nQL) is treated as the ring domain coordinate of the network, and L and
nRL are treated as the location component and covering component of ρ. The rotation
cluster formed by the solid and hollow nodes is an overlay classification of the ring
domain, and it is shown in figure 1 and figure 2.
P(3,nQ3)
P(2,nQ2)
P(1,nQ1)
P(0,nQ0)

Sink

Figure 1.

The Ring Domain Coordinate

P(2,nQ2)
P(1,nQ1)
P(0,nQ0)

Figure 2.

The Rotation Cluster

Figure 3 depicts the receiving success rate of the service request in the process when
the volume of business constant rising. The results show that when the business volume
of the system constantly rising until to the overload situation, the success rate of the
service accordingly drops sharply, there is an overload point when the number of the
sessions is 80 units per second. This phenomenon proves that the resource bottleneck
problem caused by the network congestion will seriously reduce the service throughput of
the system.
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Figure 3.

The Unceasingly Reducing of the Service Success Rate

B. The Fair Load-balancing QoS Routing Algorithm (F-LBQA)
Because of the theoretical analysis and experimental verification in section 2.1, it can
be known that the traditional algorithm cannot exclude the local path bottleneck problem.
Aiming at that problem this paper proposes a fair load-balancing QoS routing algorithm
(F-LBQA), which introduces the constraint factor of the path resource bottleneck degree
in the routing model, tries to avoid choosing the bottleneck links, thus can reduce the
occurrences of the network congestion to a certain extent. The technical route of the
specific algorithm will be given in this section.
The Cost Model of the Service Resource Consumption
The traditional algorithm calculates the service resource consumption by calculating
the sum of the link’s resource consumption. F-LBQA still uses the similar model, but the
difference is that it uses the consumption cost weight of the path instead of the
consumption cost weight of the link. This method separately considers the constraint
factor of the transmission resources and the computing resources, which is more in line
with the physical meaning of the cost characteristics, and is advantageous to carry out the
independent weighting according to the different resource QoS requirements.
This section first defines the calculation model of the resource consumption cost weight
after the path access the service. The model is divided into two parts, one is the
transmission service cost, which is presented by the sum of the link’s flow consumption,
and the other is the computing service cost, which is presented by the sum of node’s
computing power consumption. The cost functions are defined as follows.
Definition 1 shows the cost function of the path transmission resources consumption.
Set an arrived business request for t , and the QoS requirements of its transmission
resources for Bt. Assume that the overlay network system can provide the service request
to let the service path P accept the business t , then the transmission resources
consumption cost of z to t is t h  t  , and it is as follows:
h  t   hi / hu0,1  i ht / hu1,2 

t p 1

12 ht / hu2,3  ...    j ht
i 0

p 1

tp
 i 1

 ht .   y / hu x 1, y  (5)
x 1  j  0


hux , y is the available bandwidth resources stock to jump every ink t x , y on path t ,

1 ,...i is the influence coefficient of the flow for path t to jump every node, the output
flow of the node is Bout    Bin , 0  1 λ, and ht is the hop count of the current path.

Definition 2 shows the cost function of the path computing resources consumption.
Set an arrived business request for t , and the QoS requirements of its transmission
resources for ht . Assume that the overlay network system can provide the service request
to let the service path P accept the business t , then the transmission resources
consumption cost of t to t is t h  t  , and it is as follows:
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tp

h  t   h1 / hu0  h1 / hu1  h1 / hu2  ...h1 / hut p  
i 0

h1
hui

(6)

hu0 , hu1 ,...hut p is the available computing resources stock to jump every node i on path

t , which including the original node and the destination node, and , t p is the hop count

of the current path.
It can be known from the above definitions that the two cost constraint items h  t 
and u  t  are the parameter factors independent of each other. Thus the overall cost
function of the path can be calculated through the additive mixing measure, and it is
defined as follows:
Definition 3 shows the cost function of the path resources consumption.
(7)
Cost  t   h  t  u  t 
Plug formula (6) and (7) into formula (5) can obtain formula (8).
p
 i 1
 p h
Cost  t   bt .  i / hti 1,i    t
i 1  x  0
 i  0 hti

t

t

(8)

The Fairness Index of the Service Resource Utilization Rate
In order to reduce the bottleneck degree of the service path, this paper introduces a kind
of weights constraint routing method based on the fairness rate of the service resource
utilization rate. The method measures whether there is a bottleneck in the path by
computing the resource utilization rate of all the links and nodes in the service path.
Assume that there is a sequence y1 , y2 ,... ym , and then the fair exponential function
d  y  that measures the equilibrium degree of the sequence is defined as follows:
2

d  y 

 y1  y2  ...  ym 
m.  y12  ...  ym2 

2

m 
  yi 
  i 1m 
m. yi2

(9)

i 1

It can be known from the principle analysis that when there is y1  y2 ,...  ym , the value
of the fair index d  y  is the greatest value 1, and if the volatility of the difference
between sequence ti is higher, the value of d  y  is smaller, infinitely approach to zero.
Thus the domain of d  y  is (0, 1]. If use the mean square error of the numerical
sequence to calculate the equilibrium, then the situation is on the contrary, the higher the
value is, the greater the volatility will be, the domain is [0,1]. But its value is likely to be
zero, which is not good for a division coefficient, so it is more ideal to adopt the fairness
index to calculate the equilibrium.
It can be known from the above definition that it is possible to evaluate the load
balancing degree of the path through calculating the resource utilization fair index of all
the nodes and links on the service path. Assume that the characterization utilization of the
resource saturation is adopted, if the saturation degree of the partial links and nodes on the
path is relatively higher, which means that the load of the links and the nodes is relatively
bigger and will cause the index value be big. If the saturation degree is balanced, the
index value will be small, the same it is under the high load. Thus it can reduce the
occurrence probability of bottlenecks to treat the index as the regular constraint item of
the shortest path weight. The specific calculation method is as follows:
Definition 4 shows the utilization fair index of the path transmission resources.
Set an arrived business request for T, and the QoS requirements of its transmission
resources for Bt. Assume that the overlay network system can provide the service request
to let the service path P accept the business T, then the fair index of the transmission
resources after p access h is hu  t  , and its calculation is as follows:
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2

tp
 tp

hu  t    b  ti , j 1   / t p . b  ti ,i 1 
i 1
 i 1


2

(10)

b  ti ,i 1  is the load saturation function of the transmission resources after the link ti ,

i  1 access the request on path p , hti , i  1 is the available bandwidth resource stock of

the link ti , i  1 on path p , brttotal is the total number of the available bandwidth
i ,i 1

resources of the link ti , i  1 on path p , and ti is the hop count of the current path.
There is an inverse linear relationship between the index and the transmission load
fluctuation of the link, when the volatility degree is relatively higher, and the value of the
index will be smaller, which means that the probability of having bottleneck links in the
path is greater.
Definition 5 shows the utilization fair index of the path computing resources.
Set an arrived business request for T, and the QoS requirements of its transmission
resources for Ct. Assume that the overlay network system can provide the service request
to let the service path p accept the business T, then the fair index of the computing
resources after p access h is hu  t  , and its calculation is as follows:
2

tp
 tp

hu  t     h  ti   t p  1 . h  ti 
i 0
i 0


2

(11)

h  ti  is the computing resources saturation function when hopping every h  ti  nodes,

including the original nodes and destination nodes, on path p , hui is the available
bandwidth resource stock of the node ti , and brttotal is the total available computing
i

resources of the node ti . There is an inverse linear relationship between the index and
computing load fluctuation of the node, when the volatility degree is relatively higher,
and the value of the index will be smaller, which means that the probability of having
bottleneck links in the path is greater.
Simply use the index for route choice can only select the paths with high balance
degree, but cannot reduce the overall consumption cost of the path. Thus plug formula
(11) and (12) into formula (7), add the bottleneck restriction factor on the basis of the
service cost model, and calculate the load –balancing degree of the service path through
the multiplicative mixed measurement, then the service path which has a small probability
of bottleneck and low resource consumption can be obtained. The calculation method of
the load-balancing utility function is as follows.
Definition 6 shows the resource load-balancing utility function of the service path.
h  t  u  t 
(12)
q t  
hu  t  hc  t 
The Load-balancing Heuristic Function Based on Load Weighted
Formula (12) describes the influences of the service request after its access on the load
balance state of the system and the service path, thus the routing selection can be
determined according to the weight of the influence degree. It can be known through
analyzing the formula that the h  t  / hu  t  factors are beneficial to improve the load
balancing degree of the transmission resources, u  t  / hc  t  are advantageous to improve
the load balancing degree of the computing resources, and the influence weights of them
are completely equal. But in reality, the load state and bottleneck degree of different types
of resources during the specific operation cycle of the overlay network are often not the
same. Clearly, if the bottleneck situation or load of certain type of resource is heavier, it
should be more inclined to optimize the distribution of the resource. Therefore, this paper
considers adopting the load distribution of the system to carry out the weighting process
of the two kinds of factors, so as to correct the accuracy of the model.
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1) The evaluation method of the system’s load conditions.
Considering that the goal of the F-LBQAR algorithm is to reduce the fluctuation of the
system’s resource saturation and improve the balance degree of the overall network’s load
distribution as far as possible. Thus, this paper adopts the weighting method based on the
overall resource fair index, and through calculating the fluctuation degree of the system’s
overall transmission and computing resources to get the weight value. Formula (13) and
(14) can calculate the fair index Rc of the overall computing resource saturation and the
fair index Rc of the transmission resource saturation, and this two QoS indexes can carry
out the quantitative evaluation on the load balancing degree of the current system.
2

k
m

Rc    R  ti   / k . R  ti 
i 1
 i 1


2

(13)

2

2
m
m

Rd    R  t j   / m. R  t j 
j 1
 j 1


(14)

k and m is respectively the node number and link number of figure R , Rc and

Rd can represent the fluctuation degree of the current resource saturation. When the two

QoS parameters are greater, it shows that the system’s average saturation degree is more
balanced after accessing the service. Whereas when the bottleneck degree is lighter, the
two QoS parameters are smaller, which shows that the system’s average saturation degree
is more imbalanced after accessing the service and the bottleneck degree is more serious.
Pay attention that the domains of Rc and Rd are (0, 1].
2) The weighted load-balancing heuristic function.
This designs the calculation method of the load balance weighting factor based on the
proportion relationship between Rc and Rd . Assume that α is the weighted decision
factor of the computing resource load balancing, β is the weighted decision factor of the
transmission resource load balancing, then the calculation formulas of α and β are as
follows:
R
R
(15)
  1

d

c

Rc  Rd

  1 

Rc  Rd

Rc
Rc  Rd

(16)

Because when the values of Rd and Rc are bigger, the distribution of resources is
more balanced, then the weight should be tend to the type of resource that with a smaller
value. Thus actually formula (17) adopts the inverse proportion computation.
Carry out the linear weighting on formula (17) based on formula (15) and (16), and
redefine the load balancing utility function, which is as follows:
q t   

h  t 
hu  t 



u  t 
hc  t 



h  t 
Rd

Rc  Rd hu  t 

u  t 
Rc

Rc  Rd hc  t 

(17)

The Process of the F-LBQAR Algorithm
This section will describe the concrete process of F-LBQAR algorithm, which will use
the Dijkstra algorithm to search the shortest path. The algorithm will adopt the adjacency
matrix method, thus its computational complexity is O  n2  , the same as the QUEST,
PBSP and RBLCP. And the specific steps are as follows.
F-LBQAR algorithm / the fair load-balancing QoS routing algorithm
Input: the service request T , the QoS requirement of the transmission resources is bt ,
and the QoS requirement of the computing resources is ut , the overlay network R
Output: Find a single cast service route from node K to node M on R
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1) According to the resource QoS constraint of T , cut off all the nodes and links of G
that cannot satisfy B t and Ct, and obtain the alternative network G’. If the target nodes
K and M does not belong to G’, then the algorithm is finished, and the business T is
refused
D

2) Start to search the shortest path based on the ijkstra algorithm
3) Initialize the costs and routing information between K and all the nodes,
set i  R ' , and DISTANCE t  1 are the distance matrix table, ROUTE is the routing
list of node K
4) Set the root node ROOT  K , the search node SN  K , the alternative search
node B  SERARCH R ' k , and start the iterative search for the shortest path
5) Set NB is the neighbor nodes set of SN, then there are  node, SN  S link and
B  SERARCH R ' k path
6) Successively calculate the transmission resource cost weight h  t  and the
computing resource cost weight u  t  of the node’s PATH from ROOT to NB
7) Successively calculate the transmission resource fair index d  t and the computing
resource fair index d y  t  of the node’s PATH from ROOT to NB
8) Calculate the overall fair indexes R ' , Rc , Rd and the weighted coefficients  and
 of R '
9) Successively calculate the load-balancing weight S  NB from ROOT to all the
h  t  paths, if there is h  t  DISTANCE  S  , then update the distance matrix
DISTANCE  S   hu  t  and the routing list ROUTS  S   SN

10) If there is N  B _ SEARCH , and it is the current minimum distance value of
ROOT, then set the value of SN to B _ SEARCH  B _ SEARCH  N , and skip to step 5,
otherwise to step 11
11) If there is DISTANCE[ M ]   , then the search is failed, and the business T is refused
12) If there is DISTANCE[ M ]   , then accept business T , and backtrack to build the
service path from K  M according to ROTUE  s  .

3. Experimental Simulation and Analysis
A. The Experimental Environment
Based on the NS2 simulation tool, this paper simulates the resource scheduling scene of
the overlay network system to verify the performance difference between LBQAR
algorithm and the traditional algorithm. The simulation method adopts the NS2 platform
to generate the simulative physical topology, then based on this topology builds the
overlay network space through the logic application connection between the nodes, and at
the end deploys the application layer routing protocol to implement the related algorithm.
The specific steps are divided into two steps:
(1) The virtual mapping between the overlay space and the physical topology. Firstly,
build a set of triple vectors G= {Overlay Graph, Overlay Node, Overlay Link} to describe
the three kinds of entity objects of the overlay network space, which are correspondingly
the overlay topology object, the overlay node object and the overlay link object, and
makes these elements can be instantiated in TCL through the inheritance of the NSObject
object in NS2. Then establish the mapping relationship between the physical topology
space in the NS2 and the overall objects, generate several Overlay Node objects by
one-to-one correspondence of the actively chosen physical nodes, based on the underlying
routing table and using the adjacent lead connection [12], which is to make there are no
other overlay nodes in the overlay link between the overlay nodes, to construct the
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overlay network topology and generate the corresponding Overlay Link objects. At last,
form the overlay topology objects Overlay Graph through the combination of the Overlay
Node and the Overlay Link.
(2) The real-time Agent monitoring. After the generation of the overlay network, it is
still necessary to adopt the end-to-end measurement method to obtain the all kinds of
network performance parameters in the overlay network. First of all, inherit the Agent
object in NS2 to generate the Overlay Agent object, which can be placed at any
Overlay2Node and evaluate and exchange the performance of the Overlay Link and the
Overlay Node through sending the explorer packet to the neighboring nodes, such as the
transmission delay, the path available bandwidth and so on. All of the real-time
performance data and communicated connection information can be stored in the
performance database of the Overlay Graph, and according to these information, the
Overlay Graph object can real-time calculate the overall routing list.
For the business communication improves the flow mechanism of NS2, this paper
designs the Overlay Traffic object that can establish multiple flow Applications, which is
the Application object in NS2, between the Overlay Node nodes to form the connected
service path in the application layer according to the routing list in Overlay Graph, and
based on the established routing information stored in the Overlay Path object in the
service path, the operations of the path can be carried out at any time, such as the
demolition, interrupt, update and so on.
B. The Analysis of the Experimental Results
This experiment is divided into two groups. One is to measure the effects of the
algorithm on the system’s throughput under the increasing of the network size and traffic.
The other is to measure the effects of the algorithm on the system’s load fluctuation
degree under the increasing of the network size and traffic.
Test on the Service Success Rate and Throughput
Experiment 2 simulates the scene that massive QoS service requests continuously
arrive in, and through the service success rate, throughput and other QoS indexes, it
validates the effects of different load balancing overlay routing algorithms on the system
throughput. The experimental environment is based on GT-ITM to respectively generate 4
kinds of randomly distributed physical networks, whose sizes respectively are 50 nodes
(scale = 100 x 100), 100 nodes (scale = 100 x 100), 150 nodes (scale = 100 x 100), and
200 nodes (scale = 100 x 100). The probability that there is a two-way link between the
nodes is 0.02, the bandwidth of each link is 2Mbps, and the delay is 200~1000 m s.
Choose the 30% of the physical nodes as the overlay nodes, and the largest computing
capacity of each node is 20unit/s. Simulate the CBR traffic flow with a arrival Rate of 20
~ 408 unit/s through Overlay Traffic, and the average flow is 300kbps. Respectively test
the QoS service success rate (ASSR) of the QUEST, PBSP, RBLCP and F-LBQAR
algorithm.
QSSR 

The number of sessions of the accepted requests
(18)
The number of sessions of the arrived services

The experiment adopts the sparse degree of physical network with the probability of
0.04 to construct the overlay network, thus it is relatively easy for the limited network
resources to cause the congestion. It can be observed obviously from the data in figure 4
the process that the system gradually becomes overloaded and the success rate gradually
decreases. The analysis of the experimental results shows that with the constantly growth
of the business flow, the QoS service success rate of the resource scheduling constantly
falls, which suggests that there are congestion and overload in the network. Due to the
load-bearing ability of the network usually improves with the increasing of the network
scale, thus the network overload points of the 50 nodes in figure 4 (a) appears relatively
earlier, which is around at 80 unit/s load, while the overload points in figure 4 (d) appears
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relatively late, which is about at 260 unit/s load. It can be seen from the experimental
results that no matter under what kind of topology, compared with the traditional
algorithm, the F - LBQAR algorithm can increase the QSSR by 1% ~ 6% or so under the
overloading of the system, it is especially more apparent for small networks, and it can
improve the success rate by about 6%, which is show in figure 4 (a) and at 121 ~ 205
unit/s. The results show that compared with the traditional algorithm, the F - LBQAR
algorithm is more adaptive to bad network environments and it is conducive to improve
the throughput of the network system.
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The Experimental Results of the QSSR Test in Different
Topologies

5000
Flow/Kbps

Flow/Kbps

The experimental results of figure 5 describe the flow distribution of the network nodes
which are formed when implementing the various algorithms and the load of the system
reaching at 100unit/s business volume in the network plane with a size of 100 nodes. It
can be seen that each algorithm still produces the nodes with congestion, and the flow
values of the nodes are relatively higher. But after the execution of the F-LBQAR
algorithm, it has relatively less congestion nodes than other algorithms, and the load can
be more evenly distributed in the network plane. Table 1 counts the distribution of the
nodes number in the flow peak under the situation. It can be known by analysis that under
the experimental environment, the probabilities of high-loaded nodes in the flow interval
of [5009 kbps, 4005kpbs], [4007 kbps, 3008 kbps] and [3000 kbps, 2000kbps] of the
QUEST algorithm and PBSP algorithm are much higher than that of F-LBQAR, and the
peak nodes of the F-LBQAR algorithm are mainly concentrated in the interval of
[1002kbps, 0kbps], which shows that the F-LBQAR algorithm can more balanced
distribute the load, namely improves the utilization degree of the network resources, and
reduces the number of the congestion nodes at the same time.
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The Distribution of the Node’s Throughput of Each Algorithm
with the Network Size=100 and 100 unit/s
Table 1. The Statistics of the Nodes in the Flow Peak
The range of the
throughput
[5009kbps, 4005kpbs]
[4007 kbps, 3008 kbps
[3000 kbps, 2000kbps]
[2002kbps, 1000kbps]
[1002kbps, 0kbps]
Total

PBSP
4
4
16
36
48
100

The number of the nodes
RBLCP QUEST F-LBQAR
4
4
0
1
4
5
13
18
5
38
43
44
47
49
53
100
100
100

The Fluctuation Degree Test on the Load-balancing
Experiment 3 simulates the scene when the massive QoS service requests continuously
arriving in, and tests the resource saturation volatility situation of the links and nodes in
the system to verify the load balancing ability of the different overlay routing algorithms.
Through the two QoS indicators: the Residual Link Capacity Deviation (RLCD) and the
Residual Node Capacity Deviation (RNCD), the experiment measures the influence of the
algorithm on the system’s overall load balancing degree. And the definition is as follows:
RNCD 

  h t   u  / k

(19)

 u t   u  / k

(20)

k

i 0

RLCD 

i

2
4

k

i 0

i

2
4

h  ti  and u  ti  are the resource saturation functions of the physical nodes and links

in the network, c/4 and b/4 are the average saturations of the two kinds of resources in the
system, k and m are respectively the total number of the nodes and links.
Firstly, based on GT-ITM, the experiment respectively generates two kinds of
randomly distributed physical networks, and the sizes of the networks are both 100 nodes.
The probability that there is a two-way link between the nodes in one network is 0.1, the
scale is 10×10, and the bandwidth of each link is 2Mbps. Randomly set the 32% of the
physical nodes are the overlay nodes, and the largest computing capacity of each node is
20unit/s, then the network belongs to the network topology with a relatively sparse
computing resources. The probability that there is a two-way link between the nodes in
the other network is 0.2, the scale is 100×100, and the bandwidth of each link is 1Mbps.
Randomly set the 34% of the physical nodes are the overlay nodes, and the largest
computing capacity of each node is 40unit/s, then the network belongs to the network
topology with a relatively sparse transmission resources. Simulate the CER business flow
with an arrival rate of 0~256unit/s through the Overlay Traffic, the average flow is
300kbps, and respectively test the RNCD and RLCD of the QUEST, PBSP, RBLCP and
F-LBQAR algorithm under the condition of different topologies and loads. The
experimental results are shown in figure 6 and figure 7.
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The Test of Load-balancing Volatility in the Transmission
Resource Bottleneck with 100 Nodes

It can be observed from the experimental results of figure 5 and figure 6 that with the
increasing of the load, the volatility of all the resource saturations will also be on the rise,
which shows that the load will increase the imbalance degree of the system. While after
the occurrence of the congestion overload, the volatility will fall, this is because the
overloaded service nodes and links will reject the new request, resulting in the load being
distributed to the free resources naturally. Figure 5 describes the equilibrium conditions of
the computing resources relative to all kinds of algorithms on a relatively sparse network,
it can be seen that there appears obvious congestion, which is more than 140unit/s, in the
computing resources of the network in the case of the high loading, while the volatility of
the transmission resources is still on the rise, which shows that the transmission resources
are still not saturated. But the results of figure 7 show that in the network environment
with relatively scarce computing resources, relative to the traditional algorithm, the
F-LBQAR algorithm can reduce RNCD by about 3% ~ 8% under the condition of the
system’s overloading, and its RLCD value basically keeps in the same level with other
algorithms. The results of figure 7 are similar to the results of figure 5, but due to the
congestion nodes will affect multiple links, the transmission congestion of figure 7(b) is
less obvious than that of figure 5(a). However, the results still show that the F-LBQAR
algorithm can still reduce RLCD by about 2%~6% under the condition of the system’s
overloading, the reducing is more than 160 unit/s, and its RNCD value basically keeps in
the same level with other algorithms.
It can be concluded by analyzing the results of the two kinds of experimental data that
relative to the traditional algorithm, the F-LBQAR algorithm has a better ability to evenly
distribute the resources, and it is especially beneficial for the optimization of the
distribution situation of the system’s scarce resources. And under the high-loaded
business environment and with the same throughput flow, it can reduce the volatility of
the resource saturation (RLCD, RNCD) by about 2% ~ 8%.
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4. Conclusion
To solve the load-balancing QoS routing of the distributed application under the
overlay network environment is a very important research direction. The traditional
overlay network QoS routing algorithm fails to consider the effects of the resource
bottleneck on the routing selection, which is easy to cause the local congestion in the
system. Thus this paper proposes a fair load-balancing QoS overlay routing algorithm
F-LBQAR, which can reduce the probability of the network congestion caused by the
resource bottleneck, and improve the QoS service success rate and the throughput of the
system.
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